What is Startup Weekend?

Startup Research Weekend is a two-day intensive retreat where multi-disciplinary teams of researchers and artists will collaborate to develop research plans that will be supported by C3 and carried out over the upcoming academic year. The goal is to break down academic silos and bridge research and creative activity to produce cutting-edge and possible grant-funded projects that unite the five units in the College of Fine Arts and Communication. Collaboration expert and social entrepreneur Greg Tehven, from Fargo, ND, will be serving as the facilitator. Startup Research Weekend is for researchers and artists who are ready for a challenge and excited to collaborate.

RESULTS:

**collaboration**
- Expand your research and creative reach by participating in a multi-disciplinary team to brainstorm, plan, foster, and create an innovative project with grant potential.

**development**
- The Goal: Multi-disciplinary teams will leave Startup Weekend with a research idea, IRB synopsis, and timeline that utilizes the talents and expertise of each member of the team.

**action**
- Teams will pitch their research ideas at end of weekend and receive continued support from C3 to carry out their projects. Research updates and results will be presented at the 2016 Startup Weekend.

THIS IS NOT A WEEKEND OF TALK; THIS IS A WEEKEND OF DOING.

ONLY 20 SPOTS ARE AVAILABLE AT START UP RESEARCH WEEKEND. REGISTER EARLY TO EARN YOUR SPOT!

Registration instructions forthcoming.
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